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Abstract  

Longue term science dissemination and economic growth offer a balance between accumulation and 
distribution for a sustained development and stability. A must of 21st century because the digital 
approach is faster and far reaching as the last technical revolution [47]. How is born and are looking 
now Prosperity and Disparity of Capital of 21st Century and under which Dynamics are decisive to solve 
this inequalities? Does economic Development and Science dissemination offer again enough impulses 
toward an global developed society as is happened in the time after the 2nd World War, and avoid the 
apocalyptical evolution foreseen 50 years earlier by Karl Max? The most important drive force of parity, 
the tendency to win a higher disproportional capital compared to Growth Rate, is not an unavoidable 
tendency and can be corrected by Production Increasing and Dissemination of Sciences, Efficiency. The 
main prospects of our society are concerned to rapidly create optimized new technologies, to use cheap | 
better and long life machines, using less energy and to require less costs and – if possible – less or easy 
maintenance over long intervals. Security aspects with concern to fault discovery/prediction and 
distributed position along with the entire installation and distribution are to be considered. This concerns 
all domains of civil society using to this purpose modelling and RT simulation, large and detailed 
processes, control and optimization of machines, robots, sensors, entire industrial installations, 
preventions and higher efficiency.  The main goals of the society is to provide enough and secure access 
of a rapid growing population, to air, water, energy, nutritive products, clothes, accommodation, 
education, stable climatic conditions, mobility and continuity of life style. The paper presents some 
main ideas and achievements of the concepts of Virtual Manufacturing Lines (VML), the State-of-Art 
for all topics concerning: Modelling & Simulation, Control and Optimization of Machines Tools and 
Accessories (Robots, Logistics, Magazines, Sensors, Drives and Controlled including Human Operators, 
etc.): i. Machine Tools; ii. Cutting & Cutting Tools; iii. Industrial Robots & Manipulators; iv. Direct 
Driven & Controlled Human Operators; v. Logistics: Magazines, Mobile Robots, Tools & Parts 
Transfer; vi. Sensors & Networking; vii. Distributed & Overall System Control. Examples are presented 
followed by conclusions, prospects, abbreviations and references are ending the paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
The first ideas concerning the Object Oriented approach of Machine Tools appeared in the 
early ’70, being concerned with the mechanical-mathematical support of approaches of cutting, 
structures, dynamics in connection with the DNC of a MT /1-5,8/ and hydraulic drive /6,7,9-
14-16/. Qualitative new approaches were possible after the Programming Languages, as 
Pascal, C and C+, were born to create sub-programs, based on objects and subroutines 
/9,10,14,15/. In the time of FORTRAN  programming the studies in the field ot MT, IR, SEN, 
CUT/CUTTOOL, LOG were mostly concentrated on the mathematical approaches (such as: 
Modelling & Simulation, Noise Emission and Dynamics, Adaptive Control, Modern 
Structures, Dynamics of Machines and Modal Analysis /8, 12, 13/ as well as in new 
achievements for hydraulics /10, 11/. Linear MM were manually solved and the solutions were 
implemented by means of the “FORmulaTRANslations”-Program to achieve rapid applied 
data, requested by the Industry. However object oriented MM for MS approaches, concerning 
hybrid drives /6 – 7, 12, 13, 15, 16, etc / were already born. Starting with the birth of Pascal- 
and, mostly, supported by of the  C-Programming Language (and based on them of MS-
Programs, as CMSP/IBM, LSSC, to which we had access) the new mathematic approach, 
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based on the Object Oriented organization, was step-by-step implemented, such as  a new 
quality to build MM was defined and systematically developed /15,16, 18, 23, 36/. These have 
to be locally achieved in the VML, using the own Platform HYPAS /18, 24, 28, etc./. The main 
Modules to be achieved are ML, IR, SEN, CONtrol, LOG, and the following technologies 
(Fig. 1):   

� The main Module of VML, the Machine Tool / MT was approached via industrial projects 
and theoretically developed along the years /1-5, 8, 12, 13/ the main field being the Modal 
Analysis /12/ and, than, the Solid Bodies MS (via SD, MI). Due to the complexity of a MT 
and of its very high performances (accuracy, small vibrations level, etc.) a mixt approach 
of both, SN and FEM  was involved  in the MS /41, 42, 45/.  

� The module, Industrial Robots/IR , where the theoretical approach, based on SBS was 
born (after 1990) such as new platforms were developed (DADS, SD, MI, etc.) and have 
opened the access to a interactive and flexible tool for RDE and (parallel) process control 
/20, 24-26, 31–33, 46, 47/.  

� The module MOB ile IR / MOBIR  /24/ is associated to the LOgistic ENvironment / 
LOEN , as well as the MAG azines. 

� The bright field of SENsors/SEN (included into SENsors’ and Wire(Less) SEN NetWork 
(SEN–W(L)SENNW ) was developed firstly from the point of view vibration analysis and 
fault diagnosis and prediction, its approaches /21, 22, 28, 29, 35, 38, 39/.  

� An important task is to be dedicated, to MS and CONtrol. It is present (in our concept 
too), both at local and central level. Some of it specific tasks for VML as MS, NONLIN, 
new mathematic approaches, etc. /18, 19, 30, 34, 37, 39, 39, 40, 43, 44/.  

� CUTting and CUTting TOOL s/CUT, CUTTOOL , the main goal of Manufacturing was 
approached to verify and implement it as end-point of the MT/ 41, 42, 45/. 

  
VML allows RDE-Users to dispose over entire VML and their Modules: VMT, VCUT & 
VCUTTOOLS, VIR / VIM, VLO, VSEN & VW(L)SN and virtually drive and control them. 
This will also efficiently help for the Industrial Training (instead to work with RML – 
impossible – and R-MT, -IR, -SEN, -LOG, not easy to organise and not at all cheap). 
Compared with the RML, the VML are: 1. Much easier, efficient and flexible to conceive and 
use; 2. Much cheaper, clean, quiet and easier sustainable; 3. Using very small spaces; 4. Using 
incomparable less energy; 5. Involving less service and costs; 6. Allows an easy and rapid 
adaptation to the new developments and needs, starting with the (Re)RDS of the existing 
Modules. With the new generation of ultra-rapid processors and the use of optic fibre cables 
for data transmission, a parallel processing system will be involved and allow to reach a safe 
in-line processing and control. The simulation of the education processes on the state-of-the-art 
in industry, will be totally improved, cheaper and easier to organise. The NC-program 
simulation, will include NLMS for driving structures and their control. 
 
2.  RELATED WORKS 
 
The VLM concept supposes an IT-integration of MT, IR/M, CUTT/CUTTOOLs, SEN and 
WLSENN, HUMOPER and LOG with respect to:  a) The Computer Aided Design/CAD and 
kinematic studies, by using reality faithful or simplified 3D-approaches. The model can be 
easily imported; b) The Finite-Element Analysis / FEA, for: (-) L- and NL-Statics and -
Dynamics (unavoidable) with all components;(-) Thermal Analysis of Steady-State and 
Transient Temperature Fields, radiation/ convection, the non-linearity of behaviour. It can work, for small 
MS parallel to the SBS; c) The Simulation of SBS is (even more frequently) for the computing of kinetic variables 
( of the model, of points of interest or for own defined points or trajectories, etc.), for visualization, for prediction 
of the kinematic behaviour of Modules, for Parts of or complete Lines. Own written programs in C++, are 
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accepted and parallel executed, including control, FEA, Drives and Control). The achieved results help also to set 
the parameter of the own(V) and external(R) controller for modules, and plants and the entire lines; d) The 
CALibration of the Machine Tool-, IR-, and LOG-Models. The correct determination of the simulation data 
remains a problem in modelling and simulation, due to the high or very high Quality-Index. The difficulties are 
also given by the variability of the structural data, such as stiffness, damping, friction, especially by MT, which 
are thermally and mechanical more loaded and which are sensitive to the changes, with pursues upon productions’ 
quality; e) The Integration Platform. It allows to individual Modell/Tools (SBS, HYPAS®, MATLAB ® / 
Simulink), by unifying the data formats and synchronization to cooperate and to work together.  
The above described approaches are in different stages of development with the goal to 
achieve an appropriate Platform which will allow individual and integrated components of a 
ML to produce work pieces, with the desired accuracy, in a desired time sequence and with a 
certain price.  
 
3.  METHODS AND TOOLS USED IN VML  
 
Three subjects are at the main core of VML and its components: VMT, VIR/VIM, VSEN, 
VLOG, VMSO and VHDCC: i. The Modelling activity, which cares to find out, what the model shall done 
and which degree of abstraction is needed to this purpose; ii. Ability to represent the model in an object-oriented 
and computer–based environment; iii. Correlation of the model with the real system, with a high degree of 
description’s accuracy parameter, by means of  simulations, without to extremely charge the solution speed. 
Among the developed activities the following seems to have the most stringent character to achieve a VML / 
VMT system: 1. To reliable capture, measure and analyse all variables that influence the dynamic process during 
the positioning and manufacturing; 2. To carry out the CAD Design of the structure components with their mass, 
elastic-, damping-, thermal-parameters of interest; 3. To describe the passive and active cutting geometry and the 
cutting tool; 4. To interactively describe, using an appropriate platform, on at least 3 through 4 levels the 
components of the DS and their characteristics; 5. To  reliable CONtrol a VML – consisting of a large number of 
VM, IR, IM and many sorts of SEN and LOG Components, MAGazines of CUTTOOL, HOLDing and SETting 
DEVices – by using several interconnected, appropriate platforms, with simple, friendly organised architectures; 
6. To integrate the RDE such as it may dispose of technologies for all types of information associated with the 
design and fabrication of the products, to incorporate them into MT, IR, LOG, plants etc. to be processed such as, 
a way is created for the information to be shared between all software applications (Knowledge Based 
Systems/KBS, Object Oriented/OO, Feature Based Models/FBM ); 7. To visualize, environment construction 
technologies: representation of information to the user in a way that is meaningful and easy to comprehend. It 
includes Virtual reality technologies, graphical user interfaces, multi context analysis and presentation; 8. To 
verify, validate and measure. all tools and methodologies needed to support the verification and validation of a 
virtual machine tool system (metrics, decision tools) must be available; 9. To continuously follow a multiple field 
optimisation. The paper presents some of most important (and achieved) principles and the approached 
components for the analysis VML. A multi-objective optimization on discrete-events simulation 
models was applied. It allows to reveal an insight to the parameters affecting the performances, 
and to gain a deeper insight of technical problems. Based on the optimization theory, on the 3-
D Hybrid MS, NL CONtrol, a concept for VMLs was obtained.  
 
4.  KEY POINTS IN THE APPROACH OF VIRTUAL MACHINING   
 
Three types of MS technologies have been used in VML: MS of Product; MS of Process and 
MS of the Manufacturing System. A VML and the necessary tools are entitled to Figure 1. It 
presents a general combination of the five SUBSYS of VML: VMT, VIR & VIM, SEN, LOG, 
which can be appropriately combined, according to the geometry of the part(s), the time tact, 
the involved material(S) and the quality of their surfaces to be achieved through 
manufacturing, as well as the total production to be achieved, and the economical 
performances to be obtained. They define and elucidate: 1. The performance of the MT; 2. The intimate 
knowledge of the CUT and CUTT; 3. The specific problems of the HDS and the rest of kinematic chains, 
inclusively of the machine parts; 4. The Knowledge of the SDB of “considered” rigid but, in point of fact, elastic 
structures, concerning clamping devices, CUT and CUTTOOL of parts` material; 5. A comprehensive MM  for 
the intercorrelation of elastic & thermal behaviour and processes, with consideration of their influence taking on 
weightiness or on static and dynamic behaviour; 7.  Administration/ CON of MT, IRs/IMs, CON, SEN, LOG & 
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TM, are fast DS with a high degree of complexity and quality concerning construction and functioning to be able 
to provide a high accuracy and robust (transient and frequency) behaviour. The VML, as an assembly of virtual  
MT, IR/IM, CON, SEN and LOG. are flexible designed installations, incorporating the mentioned modules. They 
present some own problems in terms of performance knowledge, management and processes linking and 
coordination, etc. (Fig. 2).  

 
Figure 1:  VML with Virtual: MT, CUT/CUTTOOL, IR/IM, SEN/W(L)SENN, LOG, CON  
(Source: Ionescu©)  

 
Figure 2: MT Approach of VMT and environments: CCUT, VCUTTOOL, MS, VCON, HYPAS 
(Source: Ionescu© at. all.)  

 
5.  MATHEMATICAL MODELLING USING THE  HYPAS – PLATFORM  
 
MS in HYPAS occurs using a mathematical description called: Systemic Model Description 
(SMD). It refers to the design mode for a generalised physical system in the simulation 
program. It is based on both the objective reality and on its scientific perception. It assumes the 
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Model Systemic Dichotomy: 1. Energy and information exchange; 2. Terminal energy exchange blocks: 3. 
Surface energy exchange units: 4. Receiver-Input, By considering the installation shown in Figure 3, as an ISO-
Diagram, one may observe that it contents eleven elements: three pumps (two of them servo-actuated), three 
servo-valves, two actuators, two pressure valves and the tank. Each of the mentioned elements is described by 
mostly two (non)linear differential equation of 2nd order (exception is made by the tank, where other balances are 
made). Only the simple deriving of these equations is raising big problems to any scientist/engineer. The graphical 
association of these equations is absolutely necessary to administrate installations and thus working variables, 
data and phenomenon such as. An analogic-block-diagram became an unavoidable instrument to keep the 
overview on the phenomena, task which more difficult with the growth components’ number and necessitates a 
scientific appropriate expertise. Fig. 4 shows the same ISO-Diagram achieved in HYPAS. Appropriately to the 
thinking way of the engineer, elements of installation and thus the associated MM are created as an association of 
modules and placed corresponding to the study-case on the construction screen using a drag-and-drop action. The 
functional connection of the MM of modules will be p, as on the ISO-Block Diagram performed through the 
connection of each input and output of modules. After setting the individual data sets of modules, the simulation 
can be started. Appropriate diagrams in the time and frequency domains are available. 

Chain 1Chain 2 Chain 3

Chain 4     
Figure 3: Manually achieved ISO-Diagram of a 
Volumetric Speed Drive Installation (Source: 
Ionescu©) 

Figure 4: ISO- Analogue-Bloc-Diagram of the 
Installation in Fig. 4 generated with HYPASa | 
ISO-Data Base(Source: Ionescu©) 

 
An interface data communication with other programs, including Motion-INVENTOR, 
MATLAB ®/Simulink, EXCEL, representations are available. Hybrid Drive Installations have 
several particularities which requires high matched numerical approach and dimensions.  

 

  

.  

a.  b.  
Figure 5: a1. ISO-Analogue-Bloc-Diagram of an Electro-Hydraulic Drive and Position Control in 
HYPASa; a2. x(t) – Simulation; b. Half Module | Analogue–Bloc–Diagram of a Motor, v(t) – Diagram; 
Data Bases in HYPASa and HYPASb (Source: Ionescu©).  

� Main procedures in HYPAS. Three possibilities can be envisaged by the user: 1. Generation of the 
simulation diagram of any MM. 2. Data-Set for simulation; by default will be attached upon the answer of a 
set of questions or manually changed; 2 Simulation of any predesigned simulation diagram; 3. Graphical 
presentation of the simulation result on an appropriate plot for t–, ω– and/or z – domains selected by 
Program and/or by user; 4. Assistance for CON Tasks in the VML for: VMT, VIR and VIM, VSEN, LOG; 5. 
Identification of unknown/ insufficient defined Structures; 
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� The Design Module operates interactively in HYPAS, by means of a drawing editor. It can be called by 
making use of its assigned ICONS on the main menu. It also serves to the creation of the graphical supported 
objects saved in data bases or can be involved to complete and change the block-diagram of any module or 
layer property, without limitation of figures' forms to be  modelled. The achieved drawings (diagrams, 
symbols) will be stored as *.bmp-files, under a name assigned to the mathematical model in diagrams. 

� The Simulation Module. For every MM a simulation diagram will be assigned. Any drag-and-drop action 
with respect to any module and layer property will select and put successively on the simulation page of 
program the assigned subroutine of the above chosen element. After assigning a set of data, the executable 
model can be interpreted or executed step-by-step.  

� The second uses a dynamic allocation of integration. Before any simulation starts, a classification procedure 
starts the automatic selection of the algorithms, with respect to the integrations behaviour by non-linearities. 
They are proposed and can be changed at any moment by the user /10/. 

� Seven algorithms are available for the integration: Euler-Cauchy, RK-II, RK-IV, RK-VI, Heun, and Heun-
Modified with adapted step, Predictor − Corrector /15/. 

� Macro Definitions. Two or more modules, as well as any layer properties can be grouped as macros or 
objects. A special function and an assigned icon on the main menu can be called to this purpose. Definitions 
of type macro (MD) were chosen as general form of composite representation of element connection. By 
means of the MD one facilitates the design of diagrams independently from their complexity. On this way, 
the MD of a complex installation is an association of the individual MD.  
 

6.  COMPLEXITY OF MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF HYBRI D (EMHPIT) 
SYSTEMS 

In HYPAS we generalize HIL by combining multiple simulations and real components into a 
Hybrid Process Simulation (HPS). It  is a test setup that contains one/more simulated and real 
components and is implemented such as each simulated component can be swapped out with 
its real counterpart without making changes to the existing system, and vice versa. Among the 
nonlinear systems, HP drive systems are the most nonlinear ones. Air and pollution inclusions 
of driven fluid –oil or air– together with the dry und viscous frictions –with hysteresis– are 
among the most problematic NL. The major hurdles control engineering faces with hysteretic 
nonlinearities. As shown in Fig. 6. hybrid installations are coupled with the Electric (Input) and 
Mechanical (intermediary and final Output) elements, while their functioning is supported with 
closed loops. All elements are characterized by static and dynamic NL, as well as the with 
respect to the external forces and torques (Figs. 6 & 7). Even “Small” installations can be 
described by a MM with more than 40 through 100 Differential Equations, such as the MM 
could overtax any scientist. A MS platform (AMESim, DSHplus, HYPAS) assist any user and 
relieves him of many tasks, errors free, by short time and less costs. 
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Figure 6:  Non-Linearities of a Hybrid Drive System 
(Source: BOSCH© & Ionescu©). 

Figure 7:  NL in  HYPAS - DB 
 (Source: Ionescu© at. all.) 

 
symbols is the departure point for the HYPAS – Platform to construct Block-Diagrams for the 
Modelling and Simulation of the Installation. 
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7.  MODELING, SIMULATION AND CONTROL OF MACHINE TOO LS AND 
 ROBOTS  
 

It serves for improving capacity and efficiency of the real one through it kinematics, dynamics, 
cutting processes, CNC, Central control (Fig. 3). The entire control at local and also on central 
levels is going to be achieved by implementing the HYPAS-Platform. A short review to the state of 
the art and prospect in the field of M&S of ML concludes: Technologies such as modelling, simulation and the 
virtual reality, due to their advantages and facilities as: reduced development and processing costs and short 
cycles of development, high speed communication between producer and user, as well as it powerful faults 
detection and prediction and the parallel processing will dominate the science in future. Last but not least, 
visualisation and MS will higher up the understanding approach for education and training, by reduces costs. 
Using a computer, one can build models of the any real components of VMT for existing or un the way of being  
machine tools, robots, sensors, logistics, etc. for leaving them free to see their behaviour and learn more from 
reality by modelling them. It is a generalized trend and the key word of the moment is Digital Reality. A VML 
consists of classical or special MT or MT-Robots together with Industrial Robots and 
Manipulators as well as Logistic components), all assisted by a Network of SENsors, and 
consist all of a mechanical, elastic, body. They have to move parts to be manufactured or 
CUTTOOLS using positioning and feed-drives systems, all being controlled, as shown in 
Figures 1 and 2). During simulation, the program provides information concerning kinematic 
variables, trajectories, forces and moments applied to the articulations, energies, and other data 
concerning the system, pre-defined or defined by the user /31/. SD continuously displays design, 
structure, joints and 3D-graphs` evolutions and the achieved animation of the designed system (Fig. 10 and 11). 
The control at local and central levels is going to be achieved by implementing the HYPAS-Platform. Using a 
computer, one can build models of the any real components of VMT for existing or new machine tools, robots, 
sensors, logistics, etc. for leaving them free to see their behaviour and to learn more from reality by modelling 
them. It is a trend and the key word of the moment is Digital Reality. 
 

SB Modelling & Simulation of MT and MT-Robots  
 

 

 

  

Figure 8. 3D-SB 
Model of a Milling-
Boring MT (Source: 
Ionescu© et. all.) 

Figure 9: Figure 10: A12-Legs Industrial           On-line CON Algorithm 
Robot�Machine Tool M&S,             Implemented M &S in HYPAS   

(Source: (Sources: Borangiu© & Ionescu© )  in SD/MI 2005+                    
Ionescu©)         

 
It is generally accepted that a multi-body system is a set of rigid solids linked to each other by 
joints /31, 32/. A system can further consist of several independent subsystems while a rigid 
body is a stress less body. During the simulation, the program provides information concerning 
all  defined positions and their derivatives, points of trajectories, forces and moments for all 
assigned articulations, the energies and other system pre-defined data, or defined by user. 
SD/MI simultaneously displays the graph evolution and the 3D-Animation of the mechanical 
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system (See Figs 8, 9, 2, 13). The MM are built and the MS of SBS solved by using different 
integration approaches.  

  
MODELLING &  SIMULATION OF MTs` SUBSYSTEMS: SPINDLE &  FEED RIVE  
 
The examples below shows some approaches on a MT - Spindle and Mother-Screw.  
1. Avoiding of spindle bending resonances: The task consists of winning information such as 
the excitation frequency, given by the milling process (turning speed/ frequency and number of 
cutting teeth): ωExcit [rad/s] = ω ROT,CUTTOOL [rad/s] x z [-]) can avoid the resonance domains of 
the eigenvalue(s): ωExcit [rad/s] ≠ [0,705–1,41] x n x (ω01,02), with n=1, 2,…, 8, corresponding 
to an quality-index, consisting itself of several criteria. The 3D-SD-model is shown in the 
Figure 11 and 12. The dynamic model of the system, consisting of spindle-bearings-tool 
holder, specific to a given machine tool, can consider any/all properties and data of interest, 
including bearings. The 3D-Model, achieved in SD, is presented in Fig.12, while the 
Displacement-Time-Diagram (the first contact point of the milling tool – identified by means 
of an appropriately positioned pointer, is shown in Fig. 14, derivate for a part of steel OLC45.  
2. Considering the axial vibrations of a feed-drive-system of the milling machine. The 
system consists of an electromotor–mechanical–drive–screw–mother–mechanism � convertor 
for turning speed into linear movement, slides, bearings and table moved by the mother, while 
a milling tool is cutting the part and produces vibrations, inclusively exciting the translation 
movement of the table. The next  sensitive aspect is the decreasing of the axial elasticity with 
the grooving position of the mother on the screw. Thus the eigenvalues and its harmonics 
decreases and the roughness Ra of the milling quality increases. Additionally influences are 
produced by bearings, the balls in the screw-mother-drive and the guiding elements. Graphic 
presentations of ω0(z) and Ra(z), requested by user,.  

  

xxx &&&,,

 

Figure 11: 3D-SD-SB Model 
of Spindle (Ixx, E); Radial 
Vibrations; Cutting Tool; 
Holder.(Source: Constantin©). 

Figure 12: 3D-SD-SB MS of 
Spindle; Joints; Structure; 
(Source: Constantin©). 

Figure 13: Screw-Mother Feed 
Drive | Milling MT | MS in SD | 3 
Eigenvalues ω0,1,2 & Amplitudes 
A1,2,3 = f(lx) of Axial Vibrations 
(Source: Ionescu© at all.)  

   

    Figure 14: Simulation result concerning spindle`s 

critical turning speeds (Source: Constantin©) 
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8.  CONCLUSIONS 

The VML is providing many important advantages, as: flexibility, few costs for an improved 
RDE – quality and a large potential of implementations with respect to: 
• The Development of Systems downwards to the layer properties: i. MT, other Systems of 

Machines, as: Machine for Pipe Lines Production; ii. CUT and CUTTOOLS; iii. IR & IM, 
Environment; iv. Active/adapted Continuous Tuning of CS; v. SEN; vi. LOG and MR;  

• Parallel Implementation of M & S during the operation (duplex operating systems);  
• Less costs for the training of VML-operators, -students or -researches, with time win and 

increased efficiency for production and service.  
The Education and Operators’ training is a further example of low productivity and less 
production, if they are executed on a RML, actually impossible to be performed during the 
production periods and only during revisions. Most of the time consumed for training activities 
could be overtaken by a virtual training under quasi real working conditions offered by: VMT, 
VML, VIR, VSEN, VLOG, VCON and HYPAS.  
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9.  ABBREVIATIONS 

         CUT  –   CUTting  
 CUTTOOL– CUTting TOOL s  
 DAE | DB – Differential Algebraic Equations | Data Bases 
         FEA  –  Finite Element Analysis  
      (H)DS  –  (Hybrid) Drives Systems 
(HD)OODA–    (Hybrid Drives) & Object Oriented Dynamic Approach 
       HOLD – HOLD er (of CUTTOOLs) 

  HYPAS® – Object Oriented Platform |MMS & Control|Hybrid NLS  
   (Hydr.Pneu.El.Mec.Comp)  

LDN | LAS – Large Dynamic Networks | Large Area Systems 
  LOG | LE  –     LOG istics | Logistic Environment  
TOOLMAG–  TOOL sMAG azine  
  MATLAB– Research, Development & Education-Platform of Math Works 
  SBS | MI – Solid Body Systems | Motion Inventor former SD � Solid Dynamics  
MS|MM(S) – Modelling & Simulation | Mathematical Modelling (& Simulation)  
MSC|NMA – Modelling, Simulation & Control | New Mathematical Approaches  
  NLMS|NL– Non-L inear Modelling and Simulation | Non-L inearity/(ities) 
       (N)LS – (Non-)L inear System 
  (OO)VML–   (Object Oriented) Virtual Manufacturing L ines   
         RDE – Research, Development & Education 
 RML|RMT 
   RIR|RIM 
RSEN|RLOG– Real: Manufacturing L ine | Machine Tools | Industrial Robots & 
Manipulators |  SENsors | LOG istics    
        ROCT –  Robust & Optimal Control Theory 
   SEN | SD –   SENsors | Solid Dynamics | SD–Platform for NLMS of SB         
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SDB | SDNL–  Static & Dynamic Behaviour, Static & Dynamic Non-L inearities   
  SIMULINK–  Object Oriented Platform for Mathematical Modelling & Simulation under 
MATLAB ® 
    SUBSYS –   SUB-SYStems  
             TM–     Tools Magazine 
(V)IR|(V)IM–  Virtual: Industrial Robots & Manipulators 
            VMT –   Virtual: Machine Tools;  
       VMTML– Virtual Machine Tools & Manufacturing L ines 
W(L)SENNW– Wire(Less) SENsors NetWork  
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